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Presentation Notes
General intro, connection to mini-symposium



“Inter face Science” Case Study
The Flor ida Everglades and FCE LTER

1. Central questions dr iving FCE research.
2. Ecology-Hydrology inter face: Hydroperiod and surface 

water flow.
3. Ecology-Hydrogeology inter face: Groundwater flow.
4. Past, present, and future: The context of Everglades 

Restoration
5. Ecology-Socioeconomics inter face: Where will the water 

come from?
6. FCE LTER-Restoration inter face: Sustainability and 

growth control by the limiting resource - water.
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Overview and outline



1.  Central Questions Dr iving 
FCE LTER Research
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Presentation Notes
Approach = 2 transects oriented with water flow from canal inputs to GOM.  Key question focuses on interaction of FW flow from Everglades, rich in OM, and GOM water, rich in P (in a P-limited oligotrophic system).  Action hypothesized to be in the oligohaline zone of estuaries.



The FCE LTER Central Theme:
Regional processes mediated by water flow control population & 

ecosystem dynamics at any given location in the coastal Everglades 
landscape.  This phenomenon is best exemplified in the oligohaline zone.
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Reason for 2 transects = hypothesized difference in ecosystem productivity along the 2.  SRS transect has direct connection between FW flow and GOM-->oligohaline productivity peak.  Peak not seen along TS/Ph (Southern Everglades) transect b/c P from GOM is scavenged by Florida Bay before it can reach oligohaline zone.



2. Ecology-Hydrology Inter face
Hydroper iod and animal communities
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Hydrologic environment is central to FCE research.  One aspect of hydrology is hydroperiod and seasonal changes in water levels in FW marsh landscape.  Fish density data collected from 3 sites in Shark River Slough (map) since late 1970s show effects of changing water management on hydroperiod and aquatic communities over time.  The “red” site had short hydroperiod characteristics until the late 1980s, when a major shift in water inputs increased hydroperiod at this site.  With some time lag, fish communities at this site began to track the long hydroperiod site (blue symbols) rather than the short hydroperiod site (black symbols), reflecting this change.



2. Ecology-Hydrology Inter face
Hydroper iod and plant communities

Canal levee
removed in 
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Presentation Notes
Hydroperiod changes also affect plant communities.  Example from S.Everglades transect, where major levee was removed in 1997, dramatically increasing water inputs (flow, water depth, hydroperiod).  



2. Ecology-Hydrology Inter face
Hydroper iod and plant communities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Long-term measures of plant community composition and sawgrass production since 1997 demonstrate that, as expected, sawgrass productivity declined as mean annual water depth increased after levee removal (upper panel).  Not unexpected, as sawgrass prefers to “keep its feet dry” in Everglades systems.  Replacement of sawgrass by more inundation tolerant plant species, such as spikerush, happened quickly (even simultaneously) and with minimal ecological disruption (bottom panel).  Good news for outcome of changes in hydroperiod and water depth associated with restoration.



2. Ecology-Hydrology Inter face
Surface water  flow and landscape dynamics

Southern Everglades 
Tree Island Flow 

Manipulation Experiment
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Quick ad for Tiffany’s long-term tree island experiment in this same landscape, using ecosystem-scale manipulations.



Suspended sediment and par ticulate 
organic matter (POM)  in Everglades 
marshes compared with most other 

wetland systems

2. Ecology-Hydrology Interface
Surface water flow and 
landscape dynamics

Floc sediment trap

The “Flocculator”
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Presentation Notes
Other aspect of ecology-hydrology interface is water flow (“River of Grass” is now “Pond of Grass”, but restoration is supposed to also restore horizontal advection of water).  Flow is key to delivering OM to estuaries.  Much OM in FW marshes is DOM, but some is particulate.  Note non-conventional wetland water column model found in Everglades, as particulate OM is a bedload-type “floc”.  We are quantifying production of floc (upper right) and how water flow relates to floc transport (lower right) experimentally.



2. Ecology-Hydrology Inter face
Surface water  flow and 

landscape dynamics
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Presentation Notes
Experimental flow manipulation design is enhancing water flow through experimental flume.  Measuring water flow rates with high accuracy accoustic-doppler flow meters (upper right).  Within experimental flume, quantifying long-term changes in soil elevations and plant communities as well as effects of increased flow on floc production, transport, and fate (decomposition rate).  Simulating increased flow regime to [hopefully] result from restoration.



3. Ecology-Hydrogeology Inter face
Groundwater  inflow and the estuar ine ecotone
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Water also flows below the surface.  In the Everglades, shallow peats overly a porous oolitic limestone platform that is very permeable to groundwater movement.  Recent isotopic tracer work has shown considerable upwelling of groundwater at the estuarine interface, at some times of year.  We are not yet sure how this contributes to nutrient cycling in the oligohaline regions of the estuaries.  We are tracking the possible effects of this upwelled groundwater on ecological processes, such as mangrove productivity and nutrient accumulation.



4. The Context of Everglades 
Restoration - Past & Present

Historical flow ≈ 2.00 X 109 m3 yr-1

Current flow ≈ 0.986 X 109 m3 yr-1
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Presentation Notes
Historically, water flowed unhindered south from Lake Okeechobee through the Everglades to the GOM and Florida Bay (left panel).  After 100 years of drainage (only half of the 1900 Everglades remains today) and compartmentalization (with over 2500 km of canals and 100s of water control structures), less than half of the water that used to flow through the system.  The remainder is consumed by urban and ag. Uses or is “dumped to tide”.



Everglades Restoration -
History of human water  

demand

South Florida’s primary water source is 
the shallow Biscayne Aquifer, which is 

recharged by the Everglades
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Virtially all of the water used by humans in south Florida is pumped from the shallow Biscayne aquifer (left panel).  This aquifer is recharged by the Everglades--thus the nearly real-time source of clean, fresh water to this region is the Everglades.  The right panel shows the dramatic increase in wellfield withdrawls from this aquifer have changed between 1930 and 1995.



5. Ecology - Socio-economics    
Inter face

Water for both 
humans and the 
Everglades….

Where will 
the water 
come from?
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Presentation Notes
The restoration plan optimistically calls for decompartmentalization of the Everglades and restoration of water flow.  This plan may well involve removing major hindrances to north-south flow, such as elevating 16 km of the Tamiami Trail (upper right).  To open the system up like this, though, will require that considerable water ,now being diverted, be allowed to remain in the Everglades system.



5. Ecology - Socio-economics Inter face

Water use today ≈ 1 billion 
gallons day -1

Water use in 2050 may be 3 billion 
gallons day-1.

Where will the water come from?
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Human water use has been growing steadily since 1903 (left), with population (plot).  The Everglades restoration plan (called CERP) is directing considerable restoration efforts (and funding) to water supply, based on their very liberal estimate that south Florida may have 15 million people by 2050 (from about 6 million today).  This would triple water use, which is currently about 1 billion gallons per day.  Interestingly, other planning agencies (SFRPC, etc.) are projecting  considerably lower population growth rates for 2000 - 2030 or 2000 - 2050 compared with CERP’s liberal estimate. 



5. FCE LTER-Restoration Inter face
Can we use socio-economic and population 

demographic models to estimate sustainable population 
based on water supplied by a restored Everglades?
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Presentation Notes
Given this challenge, FCE will soon be embarking on a new social-science and economic effort to define a sustainable human population size for south Florida based on how much water the Biscayne aquifer can supply when being recharged by a restored, healthy Everglades (yellow curves ≈ upper and lower bounds of such a carrying capacity).  This effort will include research showing how this carrying capacity value may change with if efficiencies are encouraged, and how much it would cost to provide water if population exceeds this carrying capacity.



The Florida Coastal Everglades 
LTER Program

http://fcelter.fiu.edu
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The end.
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